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▪ Transformers utilize self-attention for global interactions, resilient to shifts.

▪ Transformers, with their successful self-attention mechanism, are now being

applied in federated learning, combined with the Federated Averaging

(FedAvg) algorithm for improved performance.

Figure 1. Illustrating Model Distribution and Combining Updates in cross-device federated learning
(Image Credits: Peter Kairouz et al.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YnzoxibzkdI


FocalNet Based Transformers

Figure 2: Left: Comparing SA (a) and Focal modulation (b) side by side. Right: Detailed illustration of context aggregation in focal 

modulation (c).

(Image Credits: yang et al.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YnzoxibzkdI


FocalNet Based Transformers

FocalNets leverage focal modulation instead of self-attention, allowing for the effective modelling of interactions 

between tokens in visual data.

Figure 2: Left: Comparing SA (a) and focal modulation (b) side by side. Right: Detailed illustration of context aggregation in focal 

modulation (c).

(Image Credits: yang et al.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YnzoxibzkdI


Comparing Focal Modulation Maps  

Figure 3. Comparing focal maps of Local-T, FedAvg-T, and Vanilla-T across clients, we see local training and Vanilla-T emphasize

task details, while FedAvg-T disrupts such information.



Problem Statement

In a federated scenario, N clients with local datasets Di = {(x (j) l , y (j) l )} mi

j=1, 1 ≤ l ≤ N, contribute to a total dataset D of size M = σ𝑖=𝑞
𝑁 𝑚 ₗ . The model

for client l is denoted as f(θₗ ; ·) with parameters θₗ .

arg𝑚𝑖𝑛 σ𝑙=1
𝑁 𝑚ₗ

𝑆
Kₗ𝜃ₗ
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TransFED: Vanilla Tailoring of Focal Modulation

Our solution involves tailored focal modulation, customizing local layers while

averaging others to preserve standard insights.

Figure 5. Comparing focal maps of Local-T, FedAvg-T, and Vanilla-T across clients, we see local training and 

Vanilla-T emphasize task details, while FedAvg-T disrupts such information.
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Custom Learning for Focal Modulation

In TransFed, a Learnable generator hφ(zi) at the server, parameterized by

φ, takes a client's embedding vector zi ∈ R D as input.

The generator produces projection parameters Pi = hφ(zi), decomposed

into query, key, and value matrices (PQi , PKi , PV i ) for focal-

modulation.

In TransFed, parameters are locally trained and aggregated on server, akin

to FedAvg. The focal modulation layer, with parameters Pi , and other

layers, with ξ, constitute the tailored model θi = (Pi , ξ).
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Datasets

We conducted experiments on two widely used pneumonia benchmark datasets:

Kermany [] and RSNA [].

We utilized two partitioning techniques to emulate non-IID (non-identically

distributed) scenarios in our experiments.

● Pathological setting

● Symmetric Beta distribution

Table 1. Datasets and Models.
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Baselines

In our evaluation, we comprehensively compared TransFed with various federated

learning algorithms.

● Fundamental federated algorithms: FedAvg and FedProx.

● State-of-the-art customization algorithms: FedPer, pFedMe, and FedTP, as

well as Vanilla-based models.

Figure 6: Test accuracy and convergence behavior of TransFed and other transformer-based methods on RSNA dataset
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Performance Analysis

We conducted a comprehensive performance comparison between TransFed

and several well-known federated learning methods, designed initially based on

CNN backbones.

Table 2. The TransFed method average test accuracy is computed alongside that of multiple transformer-based approaches, 

encompassing different non-IID scenarios.
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Analysis of Different Adapted Parts 

This study examined the effects of personalizing various components of the

transformer model.

We used the same Learnable generator for all components and kept the focalnet

structures consistent.

Table 3. Average test accuracy of focal models with varying customized components.
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Generalization to Novel Clients

We thoroughly assessed our method’s capacity for generalization, comparing it

with pFedMe, pFedHN, FedRod, and a customized-T Vanilla approach on the

Kermany and RSNA datasets under the Beta configuration.

Table 4. Generalization Performance Comparison on RSNA dataset.
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Ablation Study

We examined the impact of the number of participating clients on model

performance by varying the sample rate.

Figure 6. Visualization of Client Embeddings Learned by TransFed 

using t-SNE on the RSNA Dataset.
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TransFed on CIFAR 10 and CIFAR 100

In our comprehensive comparative analysis of the experimental outcomes,

our novel TransFed model emerges as a standout performer in direct

contrast to the state-of-the-art benchmark methods

Table 5. Results OF FedTP and other Benchmark methods on Image datasets with different Non-IID settings.
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Conclusion

▪ We introduced TransFed, a transformer-based federated learning

framework that addresses the limitations of Focal Modulation in non-IID

scenarios.

▪ TransFed enhances the performance of Focal Modulation by tailoring it to

each client through the use of a central Learnable generator.

▪ Experimental results demonstrate TransFed’s superiority in non-IID

contexts, with an increase in 8% and 12% on RSNA and Kermany

respectively.
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